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Powders
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Powder Compaction by Dry Pressing

Rainer Oberacker

1.1

Introduction

Powder compaction by dry pressing is industry�s preferred and most widely used

formingmethod for ceramic parts. This can be explained by the high efficiency of the

process, which has two variants: uniaxial die pressing; and isostatic pressing. Both

methods can be automated to a high degree and are used in the mass production of

parts such as ceramic cutting tools (via uniaxial pressing) or spark plug insulators

(via isostatic pressing). Uniaxial die pressing produces shapes with accurate dimen-

sions in large quantities, in the shortest cycle times. Compared to injectionmolding,

dry pressing requires a relatively small amount of additives (�2%), and thus allows

for less expensive additive removal operations. However, as fine powders lack the

flowability required for the process, in general they must be transformed into a free-

flowing press granulate, by employing a granulation process. A second problem

results from the nonuniform pressure transmission, leading to nonuniform particle

arrangements and density variations in the compacts, which is a well-known source

of nonuniform grain growth and other sintering defects [1]. This chapter provides a

brief but current review of the fundamental aspects of dry pressing, the practice of

uniaxial die and isostatic pressing, and the granulation of fine ceramic powders to

granulates. Further details can be found in a number of monographs and reference

books (e.g. Refs [2–10]).

1.2

Fundamental Aspects of Dry Pressing

The aim of the process is to transform loose powders into a green compact with a

desired shape and a maximal overall density. Close geometrical tolerances, minimal

variations of density, packing homogeneity, and sufficient strengths and integrity to

withstand the stresses occurring during the subsequent handling, debindering and

sintering treatment are further properties required of the green compact. These
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properties are determined by the behavior of the powders during the pressing

process. The unit operations of this process are filling of the die ormold, compaction

of the powder under a particular state of stress and, in the case of uniaxial die

pressing, ejection of the green compact from the die.

1.2.1

Die or Mold Filling Behavior of Powders

Free-flowing powders are a precondition for automated pressing operations, and for

achieving reproducible filling densities during the filling step. Free-flowing behavior

requires particle sizes above a critical diameter dc, which is explained by force

considerations (Figure 1.1) [3]. The friction forces Ff are proportional to the cohesive

forces Fa, which result from van der Waals and electrostatic forces or capillary

bridges [11]. They scale linearly with the particle diameter. These must be overcome

by the inertial force Fi that is proportional to the particle mass, and which scales with

the third power of the particle diameter dp. At high Ff/Fi, the powders become

cohesive and do not flow. The tapping density is independent of particle diameter

beyond dc, but decreases with decreasing particle diameter below dc which, for

ceramic powders, is in the range of several tens of microns.

Most ceramic powders are in the micrometer or submicrometer range, and thus

are cohesive. Such powders can be made free-flowing by size enlargement via

controlled agglomeration (granulation). Ideally, agglomerates of a spherical shape

with a homogeneous packing of the primary particles and a defined porosity and

agglomerate size distribution should result from the granulation process. Suitable

granule diameters range between 20 and 200 mm. Pressing aids such as binders and

plasticizers can be easily incorporated into the granules. Ready-to-press granulates

provide flowability, but they also prevent dusting and particle intrusion into the gaps

between punches and die, which would result in catastrophic tooling wear.

Figure 1.1 Effects of particle diameter on the forces of friction Ff and inertia Fi between particles [3].
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1.2.1.1 Particle Packing: A Static View

An important characteristic of the granulates is the packing structure they achieve as

they fill the die. A reproducible and sufficiently high apparent packing density is

essential for avoiding defects during the subsequent compaction step. Geometrical

aspects of particle (granulate) packing have been treated in detail [12] and subse-

quently reviewed [13]. The models developed in these texts are based on spherical

particles with monomodal, bimodal, and polymodal size distributions.

Monosize spheres can, in principle, be arranged in regular three-dimensional

(3-D) patterns with a maximal packing density of �74% for (hexagonal hcp or face-

centered fcc) close-packed structures. This can be regarded as an upper limit.

The simple cubic structure (sc) exhibits a packing density of �52%, but is acutely

unstable and tends towards the hcp or fcc structure under a mechanical disturbance.

Regular packing arrangements are achieved in practice only over very small

domains. Much more of practical relevance are random packings; that is, disordered

collections of particles in contact with amaximumdensity close to 64% formonosized

spheres [12–15]. Referred to as randomdense packing (RDP) or random close packing

(RCP), these are experimentally achieved by pouring uniform balls into a vessel and

vibrating this arrangement. The system achieved without vibration is termed random

loose packing (RLP), with experimentally observed densities of about 58–60%.

Computer simulations [16–18] and advanced characterization methods such as

computer tomography [15] have led to a better understanding of such random

structures. Randompackings would be better referred to as �random jammed states�;

jammed packings exist, in theory, over the density range of 53.6 to 63.4%. Depending

on the friction coefficient between the particles, in the jammed state only a certain

number (Z) of the particle contacts is mechanically loaded. For frictionless particles

Z¼ 6,whileZ¼ 4 for infinitely roughparticles. As illustratedby thephasediagram for

jammedmatter (Figure 1.2), a packing of monosize spheres with Z¼ 5 can exist only

for densities between 59.1 (DRLP(Z¼ 5)) and63.4% (DRCP). All states belowDRCP tend

to increase the density during vibration, until DRCP is reached.

Figure 1.2 Phase diagram of jammed matter [18]. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan

Publishers Ltd: [Nature]; � 2008.
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Interestingly, the density of random packing of slightly deformed spheres can

reach about 70%, significantly more than the DRCP of spheres; for higher aspect

ratios, however, the density begins to decrease [14]. The packing density is also

enhanced by size-polydispersity. Bimodal spheres pack more densely than uniform

spheres, as illustrated in Figure 1.3, where the smaller spheres fill the interstices

between random dense-packed larger spheres. The density increases until the

interstices are completely occupied, which occurs when the fraction of small spheres

reaches about 27% of the total volume of the spheres. If large spheres are placed into

a RDP of small spheres, each large sphere increases the local density fromD¼DRCP

to D¼ 100%, which is true up to 73 vol.% of large spheres. Simple analytical rules

of mixture were derived for these filling and replacement operations, assuming an

infinite size ratio (dL/dS) ! 1 [12]. Experimental observations for mixtures with

finite size ratios follow these upper bounds at lower density levels, as shown

schematically in Figure 1.3. Computer simulations for a finite size ratio confirm

these correlations [19]. Size ratios (dL/dS)> 7 are required for a substantial density

increase, a fact which can be explained qualitatively by the interstice size of

the packing, since small particles have to pass through a critical pore entrance

diameter de with a dimension of 0.154�dL for both fcc and hcp packings. This is close

to (dL/dS)� 7, where packing enhancement by smaller particles approaches its

optimum.

In principle, the interstices between the smaller spheres can be filled by a

third population of even smaller particles, and so on. In this way, about 95% and

97% packing density can be achieved in ternary and quaternary mixtures, respec-

tively [13]. However, the required size ratio becomes impractical: ternary

mixtures become effective only with size ratios >102, and quaternary mixtures with

size ratios>104. In practice, the suitable size ratio of industrial granulates is limited

to about 10.

Figure 1.3 Packing density of binary mixtures of spheres according to the analytical solution in

Ref. [12].
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1.2.1.2 Practical Aspects of Die Filling With Granulates

Practical filling densities are lower than theoretical random packing, as not all

particles reach the optimal position during thefilling process. In addition,wall effects

limit the packing arrangement. Close to the die walls, the packing density is reduced

over a distance of 10 to 50 particle diameters, according to monosize sphere

experiments, a fact which must be taken into account for components with thin

cross-sections. The porosity of the granules also reduces the overall packing density.

A hierarchical packing structure is generated when a cavity is filled with such

granulates (Figure 1.4). The voids in this packing can be classified as interstices

and packing flaws; both types are present at two levels – the level of primary particles

and the level of granules.

Thefilling densityDfill of granulates can be calculated as the product of the granule

packing structure Dpack and the granule density Dgran (Eq. (1)):

Dfill ¼ Dpack �Dgran ð1Þ

Assuming amonosize-sphereRDPof primary particles inside the granules and of the

granules (Dgran¼Dpack¼ 0.64), a fill density of about 40% would be expected.

The fill density is experimentally characterized by parameters such as apparent

density and tap density [20]. The apparent density is determined by filling a standard

container through a standard funnel (e.g., Hall flowmeter [21]) with the powder,

which is similar to die filling. The tap density is the density of a vertically vibrated

powder packing, obtained after being tapped by a standard tapping apparatus until no

further densification becomes visible. The ratio of these densities is an index of

hindered flow and filling [2]. Apparent densities in the order of 20–35% are typically

achieved with spray-dried granulates (see Figure 1.8 below), significantly below the

hierarchical random monosize-sphere packing density mentioned above, because

the granule density and the granule packing are both below DRDP.

Figure 1.4 Hierarchic packing structure of a press granulate.
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1.2.2

Compaction Behavior

The primary characteristic of powder is the relative density achieved at a given

compaction pressure, expressed in the form of a pressure–density plot, as illustrated

in Figure 1.5. The mean density starting from the filling density initially increases

rapidly, then saturates at high pressure. The compaction pressure p used in these

plots is the macroscopic �technical� compaction pressure, usually derived from die-

pressing experiments in which p is simply the load F acting on the punches, divided

by the cross-sectional area A of the compact:

p ¼
F

A
ð2Þ

The state of stress and the stress distribution in the compact are not taken into

consideration. The compaction behavior of monolithic (metallic) powders and

ceramic granulates, both of which can plastically deform, are described in the

following subsections, together with discussions of the state of stress, advanced

modeling, and the practice of uniaxial compaction.

1.2.2.1 Compaction of Monolithic Powders

The compaction process can be roughly divided into three stages:

. In stage I, the density increases from the filling density to the RDP level of the

powder.
. In stage II, where the particles stay surrounded by interconnected pores, the

density increases by pore reduction to reach 80–90%.
. In stage III, the pores are sealed off and the material behaves like a solid with

isolated pores.

The mechanisms that control densification include particle rearrangement, the

plastic deformation of particle contacts, and fragmentation of the particles. In

principle, rearrangement is the only mechanism until RDP is reached. Further

Figure 1.5 Pressure–density characteristics of granulated alumina powders.
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densification definitely requires a shape accommodation of the particles by plastic

deformation or fragmentation. In practice, these mechanisms overlap, with primary

rearrangement occurring when the bridging stresses are low and when the void

entrances can open (to accommodate new particle fill-in) by the displacement of

neighboring particles. If the bridging stresses are beyond the yield or rupture

strength, then a secondary rearrangement takes place (Figure 1.6). Consequently,

rearrangement is also contributing at density levels above RDP, whereas plastic

deformation and fragmentationmay already be required at density levels belowRDP.

The analytical micromechanical models for these mechanisms that were

developed during the 1970s provide a good basis for understanding compaction

behavior [22–24]. The stage II models assumed a RDP of monosized spheres under

isostatic pressure, and analyzed representative particle contacts. As the contact

stresses exceed the material�s yield strength, the particle contacts are plastically

deformed to reduce the center-to-center distance between particles, and hence the

density increases. Inthemeantime, thecontactarea increases,whichinturndecreases

the contact stresses, until the contact stresses are balanced by the yield strength.

This �geometrical hardening� factor explains the diminishing slope of the pressur-

e–density relationship, even for perfectly plastic materials with a constant yield

strength.Formaterialswithwork-hardeningbehavior (suchasmetals), thedegression

of the slope is even stronger. Instead of considering the deformation of particle

contacts, the stage IIImodels [beyond about 90%of theoretical density (TD)] focus on

themore realistic picture of yielding a continuumwith isolated pores,which shrink in

size if the stress in the surrounding material shell exceeds the yield strength. This

approachresults in the theoreticalmastercurve forcompaction [Eqs (3)and(4 )],which

scales with the yield strength sy as plotted in Figure 1.7. As expected, a compaction

pressure ofP� 3sy is sufficient to come close to theoretical density. It is interesting to

note that, in semi-logarithmic coordinates, the shape of this curve is not far from that

observed for ceramic granulates (see Figure 1.9).

p ¼ 3 �D2 D�D0

1�D0

� �

� sy D0 � D � 0:9 ð3Þ

p ¼
2

3
syln

1

1�D

� �

0:9 < D � 1:0 ð4Þ

Figure 1.6 Primary versus secondary rearrangement.
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1.2.2.2 Compaction of Granulated Powders

Ceramic granulates consist of agglomerated primary particles, which are weakly

bonded by organic pressing aids. Due to the viscous behavior of the pressing aids,

ceramic granulates are sensitive to deformation rates, unlike monolithic metallic

particles, and this limits the compaction rates for ceramics. In the case of poor

powder processing – for example, with insufficient milling – the primary particles

can also formaggregates, which are strongly bonded subunits of the granules. Ideally,

the granules should be spheres with a desired size, and weakly bonded primary

particles not far from RDP packing, which ensure a good deformability. This can be

achieved more or less by applying common granulation methods.

The fill density of some technical powder granulates (data from Refs [25] and [26])

is illustrated graphically in Figure 1.8; typically, this will be in the range of about

20–35%, and the granules will have densities ranging from about 30% to 60%.

According to Eq. (1), these data indicate granule packing densities between 50% and

Figure 1.7 Pressure–density plots for monolithic monosize spheres, derived from analytical

micromechanicalmodels in (a) linear and (b) semi-logarithmic coordinates.sy is thematerial�s yield

strength; calculations made according to Ref. [24].
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63%, comparable to that of monolithic powders. Although the overall fill densities

(20–25%) seem to be rather low, they still significantly exceed the fill density of the

base powders, which have micron or submicron sizes.

In general, problems arise not from the low fill density of granulated powders, but

ratherfromthehierarchicalvoidstructureoftheparticlepacking.Therearethreeclasses

of void: (i) the interparticle voids between the primary particles; (ii) the intragranular

voidsbetweenthegranules;and(iii) largerpackingflaws(seeFigure1.4). If thiscompact

is sintered directly, there would be densification and grain growth inside the granules,

while the large intergranular voids and packing flaws would remain essentially

unaffected. Therefore, compaction is essential in order to eliminate the packing flaws

and to reduce the size of the intragranular voids to that of the intergranular voids.

Compaction involves the stress-induced rearrangement and deformation of the

granules. Rearrangement depends on the initial granule packing structure, and

the granule size distribution andhardness.Granulateswith ahighflowability and low

intergranular friction have fewer packing flaws after rearrangement. In addition, the

filling of packing flaws by rearrangement is favored by hard granules [27]. Granule

deformation varies from being brittle to plastic, depending on the size distribution

and shape of the primary particles, the amount, nature, and local distribution of the

pressing aids, and the internal structure of the granules. Granule size, however, has

little influence.

For a given compaction pressure, soft granules lead to higher compact densities

than hard granules. In analogy tomonolithic (metallic) powders, the yield strength of

the granule is the controlling property for granule deformation, at least for non-brittle

granules. Following Lukasiewicz [28], a �granule yield pressure� is often determined

from semi-logarithmic pressure–density plots in which agglomerated powders show

two or three linear regions separated by sharp breaks (compare Figure 1.9). Rear-

rangement is believed to control compaction in the low-pressure linear region,

whereas deformation or fracture (in the case of brittle granules) dominates in the

medium-pressure region. The lower break point pressure (1. BPP) is identified as

the yield or fracture strength of the granules, and this correlates with the hardness of

Figure 1.8 Fill density versus granule density of ceramic granulates (data from Refs [25, 26]).
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the granules. A direct examination of the compacted and fractured compacts showed

that the granules were not destroyed before the first break point, but extensive plastic

deformation had occurred at pressures higher than this break point [7]. After the

second break point pressure (2. BPP), transition into the high-pressure linear region

with a lower slope proceeds by the intragranular compaction of granules. Ideally, all

intergranular voids are eliminated and the compact density reaches the initial

granule density at this 2. BPP.

Experimental semi-logarithmic pressure–density plots for monosized alumina

model granules are shown in Figure 1.9 [26]. Here, the granule hardness was

systematically varied by the binder : plasticizer ratio of the pressing aids; three linear

sections can clearly be identified, with lower break point pressures between 0.8 and

3MPa. Parameters derived from single granule compression tests, such as the single

granule fracture strength sc,sg or the single granule yield strength sy,sg, exceeded

these values by a factor of between 2 and 10. The second break point occurs at density

levels somewhat below the initial granule density, which ranged from 55 to 57%.

Therefore, the explanation of the mechanisms associated with the break point

pressures seems to be questionable.

Pressure–density curves were calculated using Eqs (3) and (4 ), and employing

the measured single granule yield strength values. The computed curves match the

experimental values from Figure 1.9 in stages I and III, but deviate strongly in

themiddle linear region of stage II (not shown in Figure 1.9). A good agreement (see

the curve �calculated� in Figure 1.9) was achieved with an empirical fit, which uses a

density-dependent apparent yield strength sy,app according to Eq. (5). The so-derived

apparent granule yield strength is shown in Figure 1.10 as a function of normalized

density (compact density divided by initial granule density).

sy ¼ sy;sg � 0:36þ 14:5
D�Dfill

Dgran
D

� �2
 !

ð5Þ

Figure 1.9 Pressure–density plots ofmonosize aluminagranulates.Granule yield strength is varied

by the binder : plasticizer ratio (data from Ref. [26]).
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This indicates that the single granule yield strength sy,sg is a suitable parameter at

the onset of stage II. It is derived from the single granule load–deformation curve by

an often-used analytical solution for the center-to-center approach of two perfectly

plastic spheres [22, 26]. With increasing granule contact deformation, the resistance

against deformation is decreased as cracks develop in and below the contact

planes caused by tensile stresses generated by a partial intrusion of the deformed

material into the granules. The minimum deformation resistance is observed

when the compact reaches about 75% of the initial granule density, beyond which

the deformation resistance recovers. At a normalized compact density of 100%, the

deformation resistance well exceeds sy,sg indicating an apparent �compact hard-

ening.� The latter is due to a suppression of crack formation when the granule is

surrounded by other granules; this causes a hydrostatic stress to develop, especially at

higher density with an increasing number of granule–granule contacts. According to

thismodel, the individual granules are deformed by less than 20%when the compact

density reaches the initial granule density (normalized density¼ 100%). Therefore,

despite the simplicity of the model and the idealization of monosized spherical

granules, the findings allow a qualitative understanding of the compaction behavior

of ceramic granulates.

If the granules are incompressible, then themaximumdensity is the initial granule

density, which is reached when the intergranular pores are completely eliminated.

Further densification is possible if the primary particle packing structure in the

granules allows for rearrangement by particle sliding, and this is the case for lower

granule densities. Densely packed primary particle arrangements can be further

densified only by plastic deformation or cracking of the primary particle contacts,

which is difficult for ceramicmaterials. Indeed, although aggregate/granule fracture

is common, the fracture of primary particles is rarely seen [7].

Figure 1.10 Normalized apparent yield strength derived from fitting experimental

pressure–density curves to the Fischmeistermodel [22] (sy,app is normalized by themeasured single

granule yield strength sy,sg).
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As a rule of thumb, granulates should be compacted at least to the level of initial

granule density. To obtain ahomogeneous compact structure, granuleswith densities

somewhat below the theoretical packing density of the underlying particle system can

be more suitable than dense primary particle structures, because the intergranular

voids can be eliminated at lower compaction pressures, as shown in Figure 1.11 for

alumina granulates [29].

This is counterbalanced by negative effects, such as a reducedfilling density. As the

compact density remains below the level achieved with the denser granules over the

range of practical compaction pressures (Figure 1.11), the granule density should

have an optimum value. This applies also to the granule yield strength or hardness.

Hard granules are difficult to deform, and this results in lower densities at a given

compaction pressure, as shown above. However, if the granules are too soft they will

deform readily under pressure, but will not rearrange sufficiently at low pressure.

Somepackingflaws,whicharenot completelyfilledduring thedeformationstage,will

remainand largedensity gradientswill be formed inuniaxial pressing [27]. Ideally, the

granules undergo rearrangement as well as deformation during compaction [9].

If the granules are not sufficiently deformed during compaction, then intergran-

ular pores and surviving granule interfaces will cause granulate-related defects in the

sintered parts. Typically, such granule relicts are especially pronounced at flat or

convex surfaces, where the granules are not surrounded on all sides by neighboring

granules; an example is shown in Figure 1.12.

1.2.2.3 Understanding Powder Compaction by Advanced Modeling

Progress in numerical modeling during the past two decades has contributed

significantly to amuchmore detailed understanding of compaction behavior, beyond

Figure 1.11 Density–pressure plots for alumina powder prepared at two levels of granule

density [29]. Reprinted by permission from American Ceramic Society; � 1988.
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the earlier analytical micromechanical models (for reviews, see Refs [30, 31]).

The models are classified as either:

. phenomenological models, which are based on continuum soil mechanics, and are

adopted to simulate the pressing of real parts byfinite elementmethods (FEM); or
. micromechanical models, which derive the bulk powder properties bymodeling the

interactions between powder particles.

The micromechanical models can be further subdivided into two methods [32]:

. The discrete element method (DEM) is based on a local model of the contact

behavior between two particles, where the relationship between the normal

contact force and the displacement is of major importance. Tangential forces

are included, and contact friction mechanisms are taken into consideration. The

DEM models are able to reproduce particle rearrangement. However, as such

models assume that the individual contact zones do not interact, their application

is limited to stage I and stage II compaction in the density level of D< 0.8.
. The meshed DEM (MDEM) is based on FEM simulations of meshed discrete

particles, which are arranged as periodic structure, or two-dimensional (2-D) or

even 3-D random packings. Although MDEMmethods produce accurate results

up to high densities, the simulation is limited to assemblies of approximately 100

particles.

Effective modeling requires a combination of the different methods. On a first

level, MDEM can be used to derive force–displacement laws for DEM [32], whereas

on a second level DEM simulations can be used to derive suitable constitutive

Figure 1.12 Granule-related defects at the surface of a ceramic part. The insufficiently deformed

granule interfaces caused a crack in the green compact, which opened during sintering.
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equations. On a third level, the compaction of a real compact can be simulated by

employing FEM calculations using these constitutive equations (Figure 1.13).

Numerical DEM simulations of stage I compaction can model loose packing

configurations, particle size distributions [33] and composite powders with different

material strengths and sizes [34]. An important finding here is that the force

transmission during the packing is inhomogeneous, and at any given moment only

a fraction of the particles carries the load to support external pressure. Due to

computing time restrictions, the simulation of a whole part is not feasible with DEM

models; rather, their relevance derives from their ability to identify (in small volume

elements) the microstructure development as a function of fundamental materials

parameter and boundary conditions. As the stress state can be easily varied, DEM can

be used to derive constitutive equations (yield surfaces), to be used as the input for

phenomenological models, which simulate the compaction of complex parts [35].

DEMsimulations of agglomerated powders with weakly bonded primary particles,

and aggregated powders where the primary particles were bonded by solid

bridges [36, 37], support the concept of cracking as part of the contact deformation

mechanism mentioned above. The strength of agglomerates was found to be

approximately inversely proportional to the primary particle size, thereby confirming

Rumpf�s equation [38] that was derived during the 1970s. The agglomerate strength

is increased from about 1MPa for 1-mm primary particles to 200MPa for 10 nm

particles (Figure 1.14). For strongly bonded aggregates, the primary particle size

becomes relevant only if it is well below 100 nm. With an assumed fracture stress of

Figure 1.13 Modeling methods for powder compaction.
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the solid bridges of 2GPa, the aggregate strength is calculated to be �80MPa

(which is less than the corresponding agglomerate strength) for 10-nm primary

particles, and �30MPa for 100-nm to 1-mm primary particles. The simulated

pressure–density relationships, showing similar shapes to the curves in Figure 1.9,

are all in fair quantitative agreement with experimental results. Besides the

primary particle size, the friction between the primary particles is an important

parameter. For 1-mm primary particles, the compaction pressure required to densify

the compact to 60% of theoretical density is reduced by a factor of 50 when the

interparticle friction coefficient is reduced from 0.5 to 0. In the case of 10-nm

particles, however, the reduction is only a factor of 5 (Figure 1.14). The primary

particle size and interparticle friction are, therefore, the most important parameters

for ceramic granulates.

Besides powder compaction, DEM models are used to provide an understanding

of, or predictions for, die filling. A recent 3-D-DEMmodeling of the filling of a ring-

shaped die cavity was shown to agree fairly well with experimental results [39].

Although such calculations require very high computational power, they have great

application potential, an example being the optimization of design for the powder

filling cycle [40]. DEM has also been combined with computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) to include air flow in filling simulations [41]. The influence of particle size,

particle density, polydispersity and attractive interparticle forces on diefilling has also

been investigated.

The phenomenological compactionmethods [42, 43] were originally developed for

soil mechanics in continuum plasticity. The material response is expressed in terms

of stress and strain invariants, for example, the hydrostatic pressure, p, and the von

Mieses equivalent stress, q. The hydrostatic stress p is the mean of the principal

stresses sii:

Figure 1.14 Left-hand scale: Compaction

pressure at 0.60 relative density under uniaxial

compaction conditions as a function of the

interparticle friction coefficient; m. Right-hand

scale: Characteristic strength for individual

agglomerates made of 500 primary

particles [37]. Reprinted with permission from

Elsevier; � 2010.
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p ¼
s1 þs2 þ s3

3
ð6Þ

The equivalent stress is given by:

q ¼
1

3
ðs1�s2Þ

2 þðs2�s3Þ
2 þðs3�s1Þ

2
h i1

2

ð7Þ

For a cylindrical compact subjected to an axial stress sa and a radial stress sr
(Figure 1.15) this reduces to:

p ¼ sa þ 2srð Þ; q ¼ sa�srð Þ ð8Þ

The elastic deformation ei is given by:

ev ¼ ea þ 2er ¼
p

K
ee ¼

2

3
ea�erð Þ ¼

q

3G
ð9Þ

where K is the bulk modulus, and G the shear modulus. The hydrostatic stress

(pressure) densifies the volume, while the equivalent stress distorts the volume.

Plastic deformation occurs when the stress reaches the yield surface, which is a

convex in the stress space. This surface depends on the stress invariants p, q, and the

current state of thematerial (mainly the density of the compact). Themost often-used

model in FE simulations is the Drucker–Prager Cap (DPC) model, as included in

Figure 1.15. Compact density has a major influence on this yield surface, which

expands with densification. At stress levels within the yield surface, the compact

deforms elastically; subsequently, when the stress level reaches the boundary,

yielding takes place and the result is plastic deformation. Incremental deformation

– that is, the strain vector – is in the direction normal to the surface. A positive

component of the strain vector in the p-direction results in densification, while a

negative component will result in (dilatant) shear failure.

With a corresponding flow rule, deformation – and thus compaction – can be

calculated incrementally for large and complex parts by using FEmethods. Themain

applications of this are in the tool design for complicated multilevel parts.

The required constitutive laws can be derived from triaxial compaction experi-

ments [44, 45], the model fitting of special axial compaction experiments [46], or

via DEM models.

Figure 1.15 Yield surfaces for different density levels on the p–q-plane.
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1.3

Practice of Uniaxial Compaction

Axial pressing [4] is the most important forming method used for ceramic parts. In

this process, the powder is compacted between rigid punch faces and diewalls, which

in turn allows the compacts to be fabricated to very close geometric tolerances.

The compaction sequence –which consists of die filling, compaction, and ejection of

the compact – is carried out on mechanical or hydraulic compaction presses, which

enables high production rates. Consequently, axial powder pressing is a very

economic method that can be used for the mass production of precision parts such

as cutting tool inserts and sealing disks.

1.3.1

Die Filling

Two general systems are used for die filling:

. Amass-controlled pre-dosing system: nowadays, such systems are very rarely applied

to ceramic materials.
. A volume-controlled feed shoe system: this consists of a bottomless box feed shoe that

is pressed onto the die platen and slit over the open die, and a hopper fromwhich

the powder is fedunder gravity into the feed shoe.When the die isfilled, the feeder

is pulled back into a resting position. For complex or thin-walled parts, thefill shoe

and toolmovements are controlled to realize overfilling, suctionfilling, or contour

filling, so as to improve the density distribution of the compacts (Figure 1.16) [10].

Figure 1.16 Die filling methods used in axial powder pressing.
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An incorrect die filling can lead to inhomogeneities which, depending on the die

geometry, may not be smoothed out during compaction. The uniformity of die filling

has been reviewed [47]. In addition to the powder and the cavity dimensions, filling

depends on the feed shoe velocity, with a critical fill shoe velocity vcrit being observed

experimentally for each distinct type of powder, including ceramic and hardmetal

granulates [48, 49]. Whilst the die is completely filled by a single pass of the shoe

below vcrit, filling will be incomplete at higher velocities (Figure 1.17). At v> vcrit, the

fill ratio d is decreased, according to the empirically derived Eq. (10):

d ¼
vcrit
v

� �n
ð10Þ

The critical velocity can be approximated from the so-called Beverloo equation, which

originally was derived to determine hopper flow. If the granule size is much lower

than the die opening, then this equation can be rewritten as:

_m ¼ C � rb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g �DH

p

�A ð11Þ

where C is a constant, g is gravity, DH is the hydraulic diameter of the die cavity, and

A is the cross-sectional area. vcrit is given by:

vcrit ¼ C �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g �DH

p

�
l

h
ð12Þ

where h is the height and l is the length of the filling shoe. For lower shoe speeds, a

value of C of about 0.14 was determined for several powders [48]. At low speeds, the

so-called �nose flow� (Figure 1.17) is dominant and the cavity will be filled mainly

with powder from the top of the shoe. The critical velocities in air are nearly the same

as under vacuum. At high speeds or with small die openings, however, the powder is

detached from the bottom free surface by bulk flow. The critical velocities are

significantly higher in air than in vacuum, as air flow effects caused by entrapped

air will influence the filling.Modifications to the Beverloo equationmade in Refs [49]

and [39] provide more sophisticated analytical expressions for vcrit.

Figure 1.17 Die filling behavior of powders. Left: Critical fill shoe velocity (iron powder). Right:

Schematic representation of (a) nose flow, (b) bulk flow [49]. Reprintedwith permission fromManey

Publishing; www.maney.co.uk/journals/pom, www.ingentaconnect.com/content/maney/pm.
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The influence of particle size, particle density, polydispersity and attractive

interparticle forces on die filling, with entrapped air, has been studied by employing

a combined DEM and CFD simulation [41]. For this, a stationary filling shoe with a

shutter was considered in the simulations, and two distinct regimes have been

identified: (1) an air-sensitive regime for smaller particles and lower material

densities; and (2) an air-inert regime for larger particles and higher material

densities. Due to air flow, the powder volume flow rate increases with particle size

and density within the air-sensitive regime, but it is identical with the flow rate in

vacuum within the air-inert regime. In the latter case, the flow rates are in fair

agreement with the Beverloo equation, whereas in the air-sensitive regime they are

strongly reduced. Polydispersity and adhesion appear to have only a minor influence

within the investigated parameter range.

1.3.2

Tooling Principles and Pressing Tools

For simple parts, the pressing tools consist of a die and an upper and a lower punch,

whereas more complicated parts require the use of mandrels and splitting of the

punches. In special cases, split dies may also be applied. The parameters which

determine the required tooling include the compact geometry, the filling and

compaction factor, and the acceptable density gradients in the compacts. Density

gradients result fromdifferences in the compaction pressure inside the compact, due

mainly to wall friction effects. The problem of die wall friction is demonstrated in

Figure 1.18 for a compact under single-action compaction. Assuming the same axial

pressure pax over the cylindrical cross-section of a diameter d, pax can be calculated as

a function of the distance z from the upper punch, according to Eq. (13):

paxðzÞ ¼ pax;0 � exp �4 � m � k �
z

d

� �

ð13Þ

Figure 1.18 Normalized axial compaction pressure as function of the normalized distance from

the upper punch surface.
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where pax,0 is the pressure at the upper punch surface, m is the friction coefficient

which depends on the wall roughness and lubrication, and k is the radial pressure

coefficient (ratio of axial to radial pressure), which depends on the internal friction of

the particles and is lower for irregular or unlubricated powders. For typical ceramic

press granulates, k is in the range of 0.4–0.5 [7].

Figure 1.18 indicates the pressure drop for values of m¼ 0.5 and k¼ 0.4 and

different height (h) to diameter (d) ratios for the compact. Even for equiaxed compacts

with (h/d)¼1 the pressure at the lower punch is less than half of the upper punch

compaction pressure. For more complex tools with core rods, (h/d) is replaced by

(Apunch/Amantle), where Apunch represents the pressure-transmitting end face of the

punch, and Amantle is the mantle surface of the compact.

One major drawback of single-action compaction is the unsymmetrical density

gradient, which leads to warping of the compacts during sintering. This problem can

be significantly reduced, however, if the compaction pressure is allowed to act onboth

punches. This so-called �double-action pressing� is schematically compared to

single-action pressing in Figure 1.19. In single-action pressing, the density decreases

from the top to the bottom of the compact according to Eq. (13), whereas in double-

action pressing the axial pressure is symmetrical to the central cross-section of the

compact, the so-called �neutral axis� or plane. The minimum pressure and density

are found in this plane. The height/diameter ratio in Eq. (13) is formally reduced by a

factor of 2 for double-action pressing, which in turn significantly reduces the

pressure gradients, as shown in Figure 1.18.

The tooling principles used in uniaxial pressing are described schematically in

Figure 1.20. Double-action pressing is applied for the majority of parts, even those

with a low height/diameter ratio. With a stationary die (Figure 1.20a and b), the

compaction force is applied simultaneously to the upper and lower punch. The same

double-action effect can also be achieved with a floating die (Figure 1.20c) that is

mounted on springs which balance the weight. In this case, as the wall friction forces

cause the die to move down, the force on the lower stationary punch increases until

the frictional forces fromboth punches come into equilibrium. This principle is often

used with laboratory presses. The withdrawal tooling system (Figure 1.20d) utilizes a

moving die that is actively controlled, the aim being to keep the neutral axis in the

Figure 1.19 Uniaxial compaction: single-action versus double-action pressing.
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center of the compact. Ejection of the pressed compacts is carried out by an upwards

movement of the lower punch in the double-action and floating die systems, and by

withdrawing the die in the withdrawal system. Although the withdrawal system

requires a lower load capacity for the lower ram, both rams must provide the full

compaction force with the ejection tooling system.

As material transfer perpendicular to the pressing direction is very limited,

sectioning of the punches becomes necessary when producing compacts with more

than one thickness level. This is shown in Figure 1.21 for a three-level part where, in

the filling step, each section is filled with the required amount of powder. In

the powder transfer step, the powder columns are transferred into their final relative

position. Compaction during this stepwould lead to pressing defects, and is therefore

avoided. In the compaction step, the individual punch sections ideally shouldmove in

such a way that the neutral axis remains in the center of each section.

A complete pressing tool can consist of a variety of upper and lower punches, core

rods for forming through holes, the die, and a die set (adapter) on which the

components are mounted. The use of such die sets increases production flexibility,

as the time required to change a complete tooling system is relatively short.

The limitations of the system are that parts with features perpendicular to the

pressing direction cannot be compacted and stripped (e.g., parts with cross holes

and threads). However, sophisticated tooling and advanced control technology can

help to overcome these problems [10].

1.3.3

Powder Compaction Presses

Specialized mechanical, hydraulic, hydraulic–mechanical or direct electrically

driven powder presses are generally used in dry pressing [50]. A recent review of

Figure 1.20 Tooling principles for uniaxial pressing. (a) Single-action pressing; (b) Ejection tooling

system; (c) Floating die tooling system; (d) withdrawal tooling system.
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hardmetal and iron powder pressing technology [10] is also mostly applicable to

ceramic powders. In general, cam-driven mechanical presses have pressing capac-

ities of about 1MN, while the typical capacity of eccentric mechanical presses ranges

from about 7 kN to 7.5MN; by comparison, standard hydraulic press capacities range

between 120 kN and 20MN. A more recent development has been the direct

electrically driven press, which may have a capacity of up to 160 kN pressure. The

production rate of mechanical presses is generally greater than that of hydraulic

presses (by a factor of between 1.5 and 5), while theirmaximumstroke rates are about

6000 h�1 and 650 h�1, respectively. Hydraulic systems are generally best suited to

producing high compacts. Their maximum depth of powder fill is about 400mm,

compared to 200mm in a standard mechanical press. Modern hydraulic presses

employ computer-controlled servo hydraulics that provide not only very precise

punch movements but also an ability to control the pressing sequence of multiple

punch tooling systems in very effective fashion. Typically, up to 15 closed-loop

controlled axes are provided to actuate the rams, core rods, auxiliary platens, the

powder filling system and side compaction units. This permits parts with cross holes

and undercuts to be produced, that cannot be prepared with conventional die

pressing.

In axial pressing, failure occurs if the ejection shear stresses in the compacts

exceed the green strength. Ejection shear stresses are caused when a compact

expands as it leaves the die, and they increase in line with increasing compaction

pressures. In the die pressing of ceramics, this places a limit on the maximum safe

compaction pressure, typically to a level of 100–200MPa.

Figure 1.21 Tooling and compaction sequence for a three-level part. (a) Powder filling;

(b) Powder transfer; (c) Powder compaction; (d) Ejection of the part by withdrawal of the die

(demolding).
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1.4

Practice of Isostatic Compaction

Cold isostatic pressing is a powder-forming process [51, 52] where compaction takes

place under isostatic or near-isostatic pressure conditions. Twomain process variants

exist, namely wet-bag and dry-bag isostatic pressing. In both techniques, the powder

is first sealed in an elastomericmold, which is then pressurized by a liquid, such that

the powders become set under (hydrostatic) pressure. Typically, pressures up to

400MPa are used on an industrial scale, although some laboratory equipment is

designed to operate at pressures up to 1GPa. The pressure medium must be

compatible with the tool, the vessel, and the pumping system. In practice, special

oils, glycerin or water with anticorrosive and lubricating additives are used. As these

fluids are not incompressible at high pressures, they can store considerable elastic

energy and, consequently, safety aspects must be considered when designing and

operating the pressing equipment.

Wet-bag isostatic pressing requires extensive handling, and is used mainly for the

production of prototypes or the low-volume production of parts. In contrast, dry-bag

isostatic pressing is amass production process; an example is the production of spark

plug insulators, for which several million must be produced worldwide on a daily

basis. The main advantages of isostatic pressing are that it produces a much more

uniform density distribution than does uniaxial pressing, and the ejection stage –

which often causes pressing defects – is avoided. One disadvantage, however, is the

lower geometric precision of the compacts.

1.4.1

Wet-Bag Isostatic Pressing

In wet-bag pressing, the tool (bag/elastomer mold) is filled with the powder

and sealed, after which the bags are placed into the pressure medium inside a

pressure vessel that is then closed and pressurized. A controlled depressurization

is carried out to avoid defects caused by the expansion of the elastomeric mold.

The tooling used differs considerably from axial pressing tools (Figure 1.22).

In the simplest case, a tool or mold consists of an elastomer mold while, for the

fabrication of hollow parts such as tubes, the tooling includes rigid internalmandrels

or other forms of support. Depending on the tool design, local deviations from

isotropic densification may occur. Typically, the compact surfaces formed against

the rigid parts of the tooling will have surface qualities and geometric tolerances

comparable to those achieved in axial die pressing, whereas the surfaces formed

against the flexible mold tend to exhibit greater tolerances and poorer surface

qualities.

The molds will have the shape of the desired compacts. In the ideal case of

isotropic shrinkage, the mold dimensions or the bag dimensions do,fill (outer

diameter of powder filling) are calculated from the compact diameter dcomp and

the compaction ratio (the compact densityDcomp to the fill densityDfill of the powder)

by Eq. (14):
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do;fill ¼ dcomp �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Dcomp

Dfill

3

s

ð14Þ

Another common case is a tool with a suppressed axial compaction, where

densification takes place only in the radial direction and, as a consequence, Equa-

tion (14) changes to a square root. If such a tool contains stiff core rods, then the bag

diameter will be larger for smaller inner diameters, and smaller for larger inner

diameter. When the inner diameter exceeds about 70% of the outer compact

diameter, the bag diameter will be smaller than that calculated from Eq. (14)

(Figure 1.23).

Elastomers such as natural and synthetic rubber, silicone rubber, poly vinylchlor-

ide (PVC) and polyurethane are suitable bag materials. The criteria for material

selection are compatibility with the pressure fluid, the stability of the mold, and the

quantity of parts to be produced within the mold�s lifetime. PVC and rubber molds,

which can be produced by using simple dipping methods, are often preferred for

single-use tooling, whereas polyurethane is themost commonbagmaterial formulti-

use toolings. Unfortunately, polyurethane molds are relatively expensive due to the

complicated casting method required for their production.

Wet-bag isostatic pressing offers several advantages compared to axial die pressing.

Primarily, the shape capability is much less restricted so that parts with undercuts,

through-holes and even internal threads can be manufactured. Due to an absence of

die wall friction, thin-walled compacts with large height/diameter ratios can be

produced. This differs from axial pressing, where the press capacity limits the

maximum cross-section of the compacts to some hundreds of square centimeters;

instead, the size limitations of wet-bag isostatic pressing derive from the

dimensions of the pressure vessel. Currently, the largest systems in operation have

dimensions of 2m diameter and 3–4m height, with a pressure capacity of 250MPa.

Figure 1.22 Examples of tooling and resulting compact shapes in wet-bag isostatic pressing.
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The homogeneous density distribution is responsible for a greater green strength

and a more reproducible sintering shrinkage of the isostatically compacted parts.

Although the absence of an ejection step is advantageous, the pressure must be

released at a sufficiently low rate, as either the pore pressure caused by entrapped air

or a relaxation of any sticking elastomeric mold can cause damage to the compacts.

Other advantages include the relatively low tooling costs and the possibility to avoid

die wall lubricants. The main disadvantages of wet-bag isostatic pressing are the

higher dimensional tolerances (at least of the part sections formed by the flexible

mold) and the long cycle times required (from 1min to 1 h).

Today, wet-bag isostatic pressing is used in the commercial production of a variety

of components such as filter elements, tubes, crucibles, milling or bearing balls, and

of special structural parts with threads or undercuts that cannot be produced by die

compaction. The process is also used widely in the production of blanks, which are

shaped by machining them in their green or partially sintered state. Emerging

applications are dental zirconiamilling blocks, fromwhich dental crowns and bridges

are formed in the dental laboratory by using numerically controlled milling [53].

The need for a 20% shrinkage in the subsequent sintering step, and to preserve the

required geometric dimensions, mean that wet-bag isostatic pressing must be used

to maintain the density within a very narrow range, without any local variation.

Wet-bag isostatic pressing is a popular laboratory method for compacting ceramic

powders, without granulation or the use of pressing aids. The technique is also

applied for the re-pressing of green parts. Compacts, shaped either by axial pressing

or by other forming methods, are first sealed using thin-walled elastomeric foils; re-

pressing at an enhanced isostatic pressure will then increase the density and the

homogeneity of the density distribution.

Figure 1.23 Ratio of bag diameter to compact diameter in dependence of the compaction ratio for

toolings with stiff core rod in comparison to the case of isotropic shrinkage.
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1.4.2

Dry-Bag Isostatic Pressing

In dry-bag pressing, a flexible membrane is built into the pressure vessel and used

during all pressing cycles; themembrane separates the pressure fluid from themold,

which then becomes a �dry bag.� This process, which permits rapid cycles, is verywell

suited to the automated mass production of powder products, the most prominent

example being spark plug insulators. A typical dry-bag tool and the processing steps

during the production of a spark plug insulator is shown in Figure 1.24. In step 1, the

elastomeric mold is filled with the powder. The core rod, which forms the electrode

channel of the insulator, is either already positioned in the mold or is inserted into

the powder filling when themold is closed. Pressurization of the pressing fluid in the

compaction (step 2) generates a hydrostatic pressure inside the thick-walled elasto-

meric mold. When the pressure is released (step 3), the mold deforms back to its

initial shape. Due to radial shrinkage, the compacted insulator blank can be

withdrawn by lifting of the core rod (step 4). Other tooling systems use a reversed

arrangement with the core rod at the bottom of themold. In this case, the compacted

part is ejected by an upward movement of the core rod.

Dry-bag isostatic pressing places high demands on the powder properties,

with high flowability, high and reproducible filling densities, high compact

green strength and an easy release of the compact surface from the mold and core

rod being required. Therefore, granulation and well-designed additive systems

are required for the dry-bag processing of micrometer or submicrometer ceramic

raw powders.

Figure 1.24 Production of spark plug insulators: dry-bag tooling and steps of the production

process (see text for details).
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Components such as spark plug insulators, milling and bearing balls, small ferrite

parts, crucibles, wear parts, and thermocouple protection tubes are typical products

of the dry-bag process. As theminimum cycle times are on the order of 1 s, very high

production rates can be achieved with battery units that consist of several press

cavities and a common control unit and pressure generator. Typically, 2800 pieces can

be produced in 1 h using an eight-cavity unit at compaction pressures between 30 and

150MPa [54]. Likewise, in a similar set-up the hourly production rate of ceramic

grinding balls of 40mm diameter may reach 10 000 units.

1.5

Granulation of Ceramic Powders

For the production of technical ceramics, the poor flowability of the micron or

submicron powders makes it necessary to form press granulates by the controlled

agglomeration of the primary particles. Granulation methods can be divided into

agitation, pressure, or spray techniques (Figure 1.25) [55]. Agitation methods

use moist particles, bringing them into contact by mixing or tumbling so that the

particle bonding forces can cause agglomeration. Pressure methods involve com-

paction or the extrusion of powders into small pellets. Spray techniques start

either from suspensions, which are atomized into droplets and subsequently dried

Figure 1.25 Common granulation methods (see text for details).
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(spray-drying), or produce granules by spraying a liquid on a fluidized bed of powder

particles (fluidized-bed spray granulation). Adhesion of the particles is mainly

achieved bymobile liquids or binders. Mobile liquids cause capillary bonding forces,

while binders form bridges among the particles. Granulation by agitation is carried

out in either tumblers or mixers; agitation and pressure methods typically produce

large granules, which are not suitable for dry pressing, but they can be used as feed

material for calcining operations or injection molding. Granulates for ceramic dry

pressing are commonly produced using spray methods.

1.5.1

Spray-Drying

Spray-drying is by far the most important granulation method. As most ceramic

powders undergo a suspension-based pre-processing step such as wet milling or

mixing, the combination of drying and agglomeration processes is obvious. Slurries

used in such processes can be conditioned for further processing by adjusting the

solid loading and dissolving the pressing aids in the suspension fluids. In spray-

drying, the suspensions are atomized into small droplets and injected into a hot gas

stream. Inmost cases, water is used as the suspension fluid and air as the drying gas,

although in special cases organic liquids such as alcohol and inert drying gases are

utilized. When in contact with the gas stream, the suspension fluid evaporates from

the droplets. Ideally, the spherical shape of the droplets is preserved and the pressing

aids are homogeneously precipitated onto the primary particle surfaces, after which

the dry granules are separated from the gas stream and collected in a chamber.

Atomization ideally results in the formation of droplets with the desired size and a

narrow size distribution. It is carried out using centrifugal atomizers, pressure

nozzles, or two-fluid nozzles [56–58]. The centrifugal atomizers use rotating disks or

wheels to disintegrate the suspension; this low-pressure process results in mean

droplet sizes of about 15–250 mmand a narrow droplet size distribution. Notably, the

droplet size is decreased with the wheel speed and increased with the feed rate and

viscosity. Other parameters that influence the droplet size include the surface tension

and the solid loading. Two-fluid nozzles operate at moderate pressures for both the

liquid and the atomization gas, with the particle size being controlled by the

liquid : atomization gas ratio. In pressure nozzle atomization, the suspension is

forced at high pressure through a nozzle orifice, where it is disintegrated into

droplets. In this case the size distribution is narrower than for two-fluid nozzles,

but wider than in rotational atomization; typically, the mean size increases with the

feed rate and decreases with the pressure. Pressure nozzle atomizers form coarse

particles of 120–300 mm,but require large drying chambers due to the high velocity of

the spray.

Spray droplet and drying gasmovement occur under cocurrent, countercurrent, or

mixed-flow conditions. A cocurrent flow means flow in the same direction, and is

applied to coarse products, whereas the countercurrent arrangement has excellent

heat utilization and is applied to non-heat-sensitive materials. Both methods are

integrated in the case of mixed-current flow, in which the drying chambersmay have
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large dimensions of up to several meters, from the bottom of which the coarse

granules can be discharged, with the chamber acting as a cyclone separator and the

fines being separated by a second, high-efficiency cyclone separator.

Drying of the suspension droplets occurs in two characteristic stages [59]

(Figure 1.26). The droplets reach equilibrium with the drying air within several

milliseconds, without any significant change in moisture content; subsequently, the

drying continues at a constant rate, as long as the surface remains saturated with

the liquid. The droplet diameter decreases during this stage, but the surface

temperature remains constant. At the so-called �critical point,� the drying rate

decreases, as the liquid–vapor interface recedes into the porous material and

the subsurface temperature increases. This phase is extended until almost all of

the liquid has evaporated. Ideally, the critical point is reached when the primary

particles come into contact and form a homogeneous packing. A rapid drying

and a high particle mobility favor the formation of a rigid particle shell at the

surface, before the particles in the interior of the droplet come in contact with each

other. In this case, the drying rate is decreased as the low permeability of the shell

hinders the liquid flow to the surface. Ultimately, the shell structure leads to the

formation of hollow granules that often exhibit craters or so-called �blow holes,�

formed by an inward collapse of the shell. Such collapse may be explained by the

formation of a partial vacuum by the capillarity-induced movement of particles from

the interior to the surface shell. Preferably, hollow granules should be avoided in

ceramic pressing as they disturb the packing homogeneity and are clearly a source of

pressing defects.

The characteristics of spray-dried granules depend on multiple parameters.

Besides the drying conditions, the particles of the base powder and the additives

introduced into the suspension play an important role. For example, to aid com-

paction the binders and plasticizers are usually added to the granules; however, the

binders increase the viscosity of the suspensions and favor foaming, which in turn

causes problems in the spray-drying process. Therefore, dispersants, and occasion-

ally also defoaming agents,must be added to the slurries. Although, the interaction of

these additives and the particle system during drying is very complex and no general

Figure 1.26 (a) Droplet temperature and (b) droplet moisture content during the characteristic

stages of the spray-drying process. Modified from Ref. [59].
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design rules exist, somebasicfindingswere included in amodel of granule formation

by Walker and Reed [60] (see Figure 1.27).

As the ideal granule should be a uniform solid sphere, a too-rapid drying must be

avoided as this causes the formation of a rigid surface, before the droplet has

reached its stable spherical shape after atomization, and will result ultimately in a

hollow granule. Hollow granules are favored by using highly deflocculated slurries

and low solids loading of the suspension. Impressions of the structures of solid and

hollow spray-dried granules, recorded using scanning electron microscopy, are

shown in Figure 1.28.

A high solids loading and a certain degree of flocculation prevent shell formation

and lead to the production of solid granules. The amount of dispersant usedmust be

limited, as any overstabilization that enhances particle mobility will result in shell

formation. Shear thinning behavior is favorable, in that low viscosities are required

during the pumping and atomization of the slurries, which take place at high shear

rates; however, high viscosities are required inside the drying droplet, where the

shear rates tend towards zero. A certain slurry yield stress is needed to prevent shell

formation, and this stress increases with the solid loading. The particle packing

density inside the granules (outside the inner hole) is lower for the solid granules, and

higher for the hollow granules. As droplet shrinkage during drying decreases with

the solids loading, the mean granule size is larger for a higher solid loading of the

slurries. These qualitative findings were confirmed for the spray-drying of practical

granulates (e.g., Refs [61, 62]), and also in single-droplet model experiments [63, 64].

Figure 1.27 (a) Model of granule formation for deflocculated slurry; (b) Model of granule

formation for flocculated slurry [60]. Reprinted by permission from American Ceramic Society;

� 1999.
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As the slurry viscosity increases with decreasing particle size, powders with finer

primary particles are sprayed from suspensions with lower solids loadings. Although

a maximum solids loading of 50% has been reported for alumina particles with a

mean diameter of 3 mm, as low as 26% solids loading was required for titania

powder with 0.7mm particles being sprayed from suspension [62].

1.5.2

Alternative Spray Granulation Methods

Spray-drying is also known in the form of freeze-spray-drying [65, 66], in which a

water-based suspension is atomized and the droplets are sprayed into a container

with liquid nitrogen, where they freeze instantaneously. Subsequently, the frozen

granules are freeze-dried, which means that the liquid is sublimated. The packing

structure remains unchanged during drying, which results in spherical and homo-

geneous granules with a loose packing of primary particles and low interparticle

bonding forces. The granules are very soft and the binders are very homogeneously

distributed. Although spray-freeze-drying remains a laboratory method, the unique

properties of the granules make this method attractive for the controlled agglom-

eration of nanosized powders [67, 68]. Freeze-spray-dried nanostructured zirconia

with 16 nm primary particles could be compacted to 50–55% of TD by dry pressing

at 380MPa, which was impossible to achieve with granulates prepared from the

same powder by conventional spray-drying, even at higher pressures. Subsequent

sintering to>98%ofTDwas achievedwith the compacts having an average grain size

of 70–80 nm, which was slightly higher than for the same powders consolidated by

slip casting [68].

Fluidized-bed spray granulation [69] differs from conventional spray-drying in

such away that the atomized suspensiondroplets are deposited on the granule nuclei,

which move around in a fluidized bed (Figure 1.25) where the drying energy is

supplied by a hot gas. The repeated deposition of suspension droplets results in

growth of the granules by layering agglomeration; those which have attained a given

Figure 1.28 Solid and hollow spray-dried granules (granules were broken to demonstrate their

structure).
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size are then discharged from the fluidized bed. This technique results in spherical,

dense and homogeneous granules with a narrow size distribution, for granules with

sizes ranging from 100mm up to several millimeters. This method has been applied

to traditional ceramics [70], and also used to producemodel granules frompowders of

technical ceramics [71].

1.5.3

Characterization of Ceramic Granulates

As noted above, multiple properties affect the further processing of ceramic

granulates, the most important parameters being the granule size and shape

distribution, the granule density, the fill and tap density, and the mass flow rate.

More comprehensive characterization includes single granule strength and defor-

mation measurements, residual moisture, and moisture sorption behavior.

The characterization of flow behavior during transport, storage and handling can

be derived by using shear tests. Although these represent a common tool in bulk solid

handling [72] (e.g., in silo design), the details of only a few shear tests on ceramic

granulates have been reported [73, 74]. An example of the detailed characterization

of ceramic granulates is provided in Ref. [73]. Details of the parameters acquired

from such testing helps to understand and control the compaction behavior of

the granulates and, ultimately, the properties of the compact and of the resultant

sintered part.
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